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1. Validate the positive financial impact of service-
excellence strategies by using statistical findings 
presented during the course.

2. Execute successful service-excellence strategies 
developed during the course to transform their 
laboratory into a customer-driven organization.

3. Implement techniques for modeling, recognizing, 
and rewarding service excellence behaviors 
among their laboratory staff.

4. Develop and implement management processes 
that allow for input from employees at all levels.

5. Support and communicate management 
decisions based on service objectives as they 
relate to providing quality, timely results in a cost-
effective manner.

6. Understand the value of celebration and be able 
to determine opportunities for using this strategy.

7. Recognize the value of survey information versus 
impromptu feedback.

8. Work collaboratively to develop service-
excellence strategies that can be implemented 
within their laboratory organizations.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
for participants 

COURSE OVERVIEW

Since testing technology is essentially the 
same from one laboratory to the next, the 
level of service provided has become the 
most viable battleground for market-share 
growth. Even if market-share growth is not the 
primary objective, creating a customer-focused, 
customer-driven organization ensures optimal 
service levels for all laboratory end-users, while 
cultivating a more satisfying work environment 
for laboratory employees. 

All too often employees are directed to provide 
service excellence without being given a clear 
understanding, specific standards, or incentives 
for executing those activities. In addition, many 
management teams expect service-excellence 
behavior from their employees without creating 
a workplace culture that inspires excellence or 
modeling the service behavior they expect.

This course provides management teams the 
opportunity to develop an organization-specific, 
laboratory-focused definition of service 
excellence, which will provide greater clarity, 
reduce ambiguity, and allow employees to have 
a more meaningful understanding of service 
excellence. Additionally, management teams 
will explore strategies for creating a culture 
of service excellence and identify ways to 
correlate the implementation of these winning 
strategies within their laboratory organization.
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Knowledge is power: so what do we know?
Statistics of customer service excellence.

The starting point: define service excellence
What is service excellence?

Does your concept of service excellence equal that of others?

Who is responsible for defining service excellence?

Defining service excellence begins with a clear understanding of what it means. 

Modeling service excellence.

Making it happen: implement strategies for cultural reform
Strategy 1: Communicate a commitment to service excellence.

Strategy 2: Focus on management support of service excellence.

Strategy 3: Focus on interdepartmental support and cooperation.

Strategy 4: Value customer feedback.

Strategy 5: Hire for and retrain customer sensitivity.

Strategy 6: Manage customers’ experience.

Strategy 7: Celebrate service excellence.

Course duration: four hours
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